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Apprciate the Art of Engineering
Column Lifts are the work-horse of the CPS product line allow for lifting, placing 
and docking in the most demanding applications.

Only the Best! Clean electric drives with silky smooth precision actuation 
mechanisms. No leaky hydraulics or jerky pneumatic movement. All direct coupled 
sealed drives eliminate chain adjustments and maintenance.
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IBC COLUMN LIFT/
INVERTER DRUM LIFT
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7 Industry Leading Features
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Clean electric drives with silky 
smooth precision actuation 
mechanism. No leaky hydraulics 
or jerky pneumatic movement. 
All direct coupled.



 

Integral IBC Docking Station Receiver 
This style of receiver can incorporate all the features of a perma-
nently installed docking sta�on such a flow assist vibrator, IBC 
weighing, level sensing, automated IBC valve actuator and IBC 
valve docking. 

IBC Blending Receiver 
Adds the capability to perform IBC Tum-
ble Blending along with li�ing and plac-
ing func�ons of a Column Li� 

Drum Inverter Receiver 
Used for li�ing and inver�ng Drums for 
discharge. Various Drum opening inter-
faces available such a discharge cones, 

chutes 

Fork Style Receiver 
Interfaces with the IBC fork channels 
for li�ing. Typically used for non cri�-
cal placement applica�ons. 

Receiver Options - Column Lifts

Platform Receiver 
Universal Flat pla�orm for all equipment 

eleva�ng applica�ons 

Fluid Bed Bowl Inverter 
Used for li�ing and inver�ng Fluid Bed 
Dryer Bowls for discharge. Custom de-

signed to accommodate all manufacturers 
bowls. 

Receiver Options - Column Lifts  

Lift Products 

RECEIVER OPTIONS - COLUMN LIFTS
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